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Josh Smith era over in Atlanta

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The Josh Smith era in Atlanta is over.

The Hawks forward has reportedly agreed to a four-year, $56 million contract with the Pistons according to WSB.

Smith played all nine seasons with his hometown Hawks, who selected him with the No. 17 overall pick in the 2004 NBA
Draft. He is ranked in the top 10 in most of the Hawks’ all-time statistical categories, including games, points and rebounds.

Smith could have received a maximum deal of five years and $94 million from the Hawks. The unrestricted free agent could
have signed with another team for a maximum of four years and $70 million.

The Pistons pushed hard for Smith, meeting with him and his agent one minute into the start of the NBA’s free-agency
period on July 1. Smith can not sign the deal until Wednesday.
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Posted by EmirS at 3:35 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

1st.

Posted by -bigdave- at 3:39 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

amazing. talent unrealized, Josh should've been a hawk for life.

4yrs/56 M

Posted by -bigdave- at 3:42 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

smh at Dwight throwing up the "H-town" hand gesture. 

for all things bad about Josh.. he was proud to rep his city.

Posted by -OBrien- at 3:44 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Thanks for all the effort josh. Good luck to you in Detroit (although I think it's a bad fit for him).

For 4 years $54-$56 mil, I would have liked to see us keep him though. I guess DF and CMB don't think he fits the culture
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Posted by Cedrickc at 3:44 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Lol, this was a bad decision by J-Smoove! But he gets to stick a small fork into the ASG, LOL. Because he does not have to
let ATL do a sign and trade with Houston so that the Hawks get something back! HAHAHAHAHA 
Love that stupid ASG!

Posted by AstroJoe at 3:45 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

The marketplace has spoken.

Thanks, Josh for your role in a nice little run with the Hawks. Good luck with the zone defense that will be deployed often...
and with Brandon Knight as your PG.

This frees up Josh's cap hold.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 3:46 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Milsap and Carroll for what Josh wanted And 2 year deals instead of 4 cap-strangling years. One a defensive minded 3 and
the other a 4 that can actually shoot a 3 without the fans shouting NO!. No more jaw straining blocks, I know. Also, no more
arguing with the refs while your man gets down for 2 easy ones. No brainer, IMHO. We get the best of this one.

Posted by Samurai-Squirrel at 3:48 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I would've liked to have seen the Hawks do a sign and trade with the Rockets. I hate to see a guy leave and us not get
anything in return. Bad signing by the Pistons. Dumars always makes such dumb free agent signings (Gordon, Villanueva,
Jerebko extension).

Posted by AstroJoe at 3:49 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Peachtree Hoops @peachtreehoops 4m
Queue up the sky is falling on Atlanta. Funny fans suggest blowing things up and then question change every step of the
way.
========================================================
AMEN!

Posted by Just-Joe at 3:49 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse
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Which of Millsap and Carroll do you think can shoot 3's?

Millsap made 13 last year. 
Carroll made 20 last year.

Posted by -OBrien- at 3:50 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Melvin,

Dorrell wright and Chris Copeland both signed for 2 years $6 mil. I would have taken either of those plaYers instead of 4
years $24 mil for Korver.

Posted by -OBrien- at 3:50 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB 

Melvin, Najeh

Cosign.
Posted by -OBrien- at 2:59 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013 Report Abuse
I am in the camp of being disappointed in DF so far.

We are not good enough to be a top 5 nba team, but not bad enough to get a top 5 pick. Stuck in middle of nowhere 46 years
and counting. But hey, at least the culture Is good smh 

But some of y'all crack me up talking 'bout DF losing the fan base. What fan base? Hawks rank bottom 10 in attendance
often, and opposing teams get more fans in Phillips than hawks do.

So what exactly is going to change with these signings? Instead of ranking 22nd hawks fall to 24th? Big deal. And how will it
be different if we had a 20 win team?

IMO, we need to find a way to get a top 5 pick. But attendance won't change much this season.

Posted by MunchScreener at 3:56 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Question to the Fellow Bloggers

PG-Knight
SG- Syngler
SF-Josh Smith
PF-Greg Monroe
C-Andre Drummond

Are They Better than ????

PG-Teague
SG-Lou
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SF-Korver
PF-Millsap
C-Hordord

Posted by -bigdave- at 3:57 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

this is a rather interesting "rebuild" .. but who am i to question.. i've bought the same pair of shoes twice. 

its just looking like a middle of the pack/mediocre remix. the aim is to build a championship roster. we'll see.

Posted by MunchScreener at 3:57 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

And please looking for an explanation,

Ok so Josh left without sign and trade, what does this mean? Does this mean the Hawks have to spend now? how does
this translate and compare to sign and trade,,

Posted by AstroJoe at 3:57 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

The intent is that the sum is greater then the parts. If you previously suggested that coaching was an issue, then how do you
project a roster's performance without watching the coaching? The pattern that I am seeing so far are guys that are
imminently coachable, possess define skills and have reasonable contracts. 

I'm surprised that folk really thoght the plan was going to be Dwight or Petro (tank). Silly.

Posted by IAW at 3:58 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

"Dumars always makes such dumb free agent signings (Gordon, Villanueva, Jerebko extension)."

Still a better a track record than Ferry.

Posted by KeyserSoze at 3:58 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

A genuine farewell to Josh.
Contrary to some, I always liked the young man.
He is a fine young man.
I wish him well in Detroit.
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I think he will prosper there as he spreads his wings, away from the nest.
Josh was flawed as a player, but never as an archetype for the kind of man
we wish to distinguish our city.

May God be with you Josh.

Posted by MunchScreener at 3:59 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

Rockets Sign Omri Casspi, they are looking for some love from the Jewish after taking in the Hated Dwight Howard. Classic
PR Move

Posted by RamonReturns at 4:00 p.m. Jul. 6, 2013
Report Abuse

I think its a decent fit for Josh. Josh has played SF for the Hawks the last three post seasons, with no offensive capable
center in the game (it was Collins, Zaza, and Petro). He's proven he can guard any SF in the league consistently, and some
SG's. And he's also proven, they can't guard him. 

Josh will still see just as much time at the PF position as he did here. 

By the way, Josh basically destroyed Detroit's front line this entire past season. It was always a mismatch when he was in
the game. So there's no guarantee that he won't end up starting at PF, with Drummond coming off of the bench. Though the
box score doesn't show it, Detroit couldn't handle Josh or Al when LD were going to them in those games.
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